
Summary

Sales technologies are increasingly critical to firms' ability to win, serve, and retain 
customers. To accelerate revenue performance, companies are evaluating and adopting 
a range of contributing technologies. This Forrester Tech Tide™ report presents an 
analysis of the maturity and business value of 15 technology categories that support a 
range of roles and activities involved in generating revenue. B2B sales leaders should 
read this report to inform their firm's investment approach to these technologies.
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LEVERAGE SALES TECHNOLOGIES TO MEET B2B BUYERS

WHERE THEY ARE
In 2020, as COVID-19-induced hardships increased the velocity of in-play buy-side 
trends, B2B sales leaders quickly pivoted strategies to better align sellers with current 
and longer-term realities. Forrester's recent sales and channel survey shows sales 
leaders focus on the economy first and then buyers. Fifty-four percent of respondents 
said the uncertain economic environment would most heavily influence their go-to- 
market strategies, while 38% said it was changing buyer requirements. 
The economic realities brought forth by COVID-19 cannot be ignored because 42% of 
B2B organizations now operate with less sales personnel than prior to the pandemic. In 
a world with complex buying and selling dynamics, adding sales headcount is no longer 
the go-to salve for quota shortfalls. As buyers demand hyperspecialized solutions, 
sellers work from home, and sales leaders make agile data-driven decisions, it's never 
been more important to get the sales tech stack right. Note: This report complements 
similar reports for B2B marketers and channel leaders.

Curate A Set Of Technologies That Enable All Revenue Team Members
Forrester surveyed technology decision-makers, suppliers, and other subject matter 
experts in our search for the most important B2B sales technologies. Each of the 
technology categories analyzed in this Forrester Tech Tide meets the following criteria 
and:

• Is an important contributor to B2B sales. These technologies allow members of the 
revenue generation team to efficiently deliver the experiences modern buyers expect 
and help leaders and managers make data-driven decisions to optimize revenue 
results.

• Is commercially available at scale and suitable for most B2B sales organizations. 

The providers that offer these 15 sales technologies or services vary in size, regional 
focus, and market approach, but all can support the scale of programs and 
interactions that most sales leaders who deploy these technologies require. Many 
providers that offer these technologies either have or can support enterprisewide 
global deployments.

• Has (or will soon have) market traction. We included technologies that already have 
significant market traction with B2B sales leaders and others that are more nascent. 
We frequently advise sales leaders to experiment with or invest in emerging 
technologies that could deliver meaningful benefits to their firms.
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SELECT SALES TECHNOLOGIES THAT OFFER HIGH BUSINESS

VALUE
The central 2x2 graphic offers a summary of the state of the technology categories that
make up sales technologies.

Figure 1: Tech Tide™: Sales Technologies, Q1 2021
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Evaluate Business Value And Maturity For Each B2B Sales Technology
We plot the categories on two dimensions:

• Business value. For B2B sales technologies, business value translates into enabling 
all revenue team members to operate efficiently and effectively in remote, digital, and 
analog settings. Data and insights integral to these technologies help elevate reps, 
managers, and leaders.

• Maturity. We derived each sales technology's maturity level by vetting survey 
respondents' inputs on their biggest challenges with each technology, the nature of 
the providers that respondents and clients mentioned most often, and our own 
knowledge of technology.

Determine Strategies For Sales Based On Business Value And Maturity
The business value and maturity dimensions, in turn, position each category in one of 
four quadrants:

• Experiment. Low maturity and low business value characterize technologies in the 
Experiment zone. Most enterprises should limit their exposure to these technologies 
to bounded experiments, waiting for the expected business value of these newer 
categories to improve before investing.

• Invest. Low maturity and high business value characterize technologies in the Invest 
zone. These new technologies have ripened to the point where enterprises can 
confidently invest.

• Maintain. High maturity and high business value characterize technologies in the 
Maintain zone. These are the bread-and-butter technologies that most enterprises 
rely on to run their business. They're generally stable well-understood technologies 
that continue to have high returns to the business. Most enterprises should maintain 
their installations and usage of these technologies.

• Divest. High maturity and low business value characterize technologies in the Divest 
zone. These older technology categories have reached a point where their business 
value has dropped. Most enterprises should be looking for newer, higher-value 
replacements and divesting from these categories.

INVEST IN AND MAINTAIN SALES TECHNOLOGIES WITH

HIGH BUSINESS VALUE
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We placed many of the technologies and services in the Invest and Maintain quadrants 
in this report because of their ability to help B2B selling organizations respond to buyer 
behavioral trends, many of which COVID-19 has dramatically accelerated. In mapping 
the futures of these technologies in the B2B sales ecosystem, we found that:

• Providers respond to buyers' preferences for platforms. As technology buyers focus 
on cost reduction, they expect to gain more value from core providers. The waning 
days of 2020 showed key industry players listened, as one sales enablement 
provider acquired a conversation intelligence company and another acquired a sales 
social engagement company. As 2021 progresses, platforms will continue to trump 
point solutions as narrowly focused categories become functionalities within broader 
platforms.

• Revenue intelligence (RI) gains momentum. B2B sales leaders now appear to better 
understand the benefits gained from automation and AI: 58% stated they planned to 
make deeper investments in tools with these technologies. The ability to 
automatically capture and upload buyer and seller activity data as well as these 
systems' ability to recommend the next best actions for reps and managers — core 
capabilities of RI — are at the top of the list of what they are looking for from these 
technologies.

• SFA loses unique relevance as new categories take up the mantle. SFA, still a core 
component of the B2B sales tech stack, is in the twilight of its lifecycle. Reps now 
spend more time conducting their tasks on sales engagement layers, email, or 
LinkedIn. With automatic data write-back to CRMs, there is no downside to allowing 
sellers to choose where they work. As RI matures and likely combines with revenue 
operations, the strategic and execution needs of a range of marketing, sales, and 
operations users will be met in that consolidated platform.

EXPERIMENT WITH INTELLIGENT VIRTUAL ASSISTANTS
One of the B2B sales technologies falls into the Experiment quadrant of the Tech Tide, 
with low maturity and low current business value. New-to-market intelligent virtual 
assistants (IVAs) that help reps respond to in-the-moment questions from buyers show 
promise and are worthy of experimentation.

Intelligent Virtual Assistants
While 50% of user survey respondents say they have limited or no familiarity with IVAs 
as a unique sales tech category, their sales organization may already be using the 
functionality as part of more robust platforms. IVAs embedded into sales performance 
management platforms can help sellers quickly get answers to commission or territory
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questions, while up-and-coming IVAs embedded into sales engagement platforms can 
help users quickly and accurately respond to real-time questions from buyers.

Figure 2: Experiment: Intelligent Virtual Assistants

INVEST IN CONVERSATION INTELLIGENCE AND OTHERS
Six B2B sales technologies fall into the Invest quadrant of the Tech Tide, with low 
maturity and high current business value. In a business environment where sales 
coaching must take place remotely, it's no surprise that conversation intelligence is a 
sought-after tool. When investing, consider your broader sales technology and where it 
most makes sense to pick up this capability.

Conversation Intelligence (CI)
Fifty-one percent of user survey respondents have, or intend to invest in, CI 
functionality. But with sellers and managers working remotely and little-to-no 
opportunities for the executive ride-along, expect investments in CI functionality to 
increase exponentially. When considering CI investments, be mindful that the 
functionality is increasingly offered as part of other solutions. CI is becoming an 
expected functionality within sales readiness and sales engagement platforms and is a
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core function of some RI platforms.

Figure 3: Invest: Conversation Intelligence

Customer Success (CS)
With the broader adoption of as-a-service (XaaS) delivery models across a range of 
industries, most organizations will need to have customer success solutions. In a world 
where customers realize value over time, and depending on the size of a company's 
installed base, renewal swings of just 1% to 2% in the right or wrong direction can make 
or break an organization's ability to meet its sales targets. Business leaders get the 
criticality of these solutions: 81% of our user survey respondents have or plan to invest 
in the technology.
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Figure 4: Invest: Customer Success

Revenue Intelligence
With its CRM-like market size and billion-dollar valuations, RI is a captivating category 
that helps its customers harness the power of data and insights across a range of 
revenue-generating activities. As buyers' evolving preferences and post-COVID-19 
realities come into sharper focus, B2B organizations will have urgency to deepen 
customer relationships, strengthen team-based collaboration, and leverage insights to 
advance and close deals. Expect category tailwinds to continue in 2021 as existing 
providers expand capabilities and refine their market messaging and adjacent 
providers look to enter this dynamic category.
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Figure 5: Invest: Revenue Intelligence

Sales Engagement (SE)
As one of the three foundational tools core to the sales enablement tech stack, SE 
solutions deliver high ROI when rolled out singularly or in concert with sales content 
and sales readiness solutions. Historically, the SE category has been associated with 
software-as-a-service companies and early-cycle reps engaged in high-velocity selling 
motions. But as buyers prefer digital interactions and revenue teams work remotely, 
top-tier SE providers are expanding product functionality and investing in marketing 
and sales muscle to appeal to more diverse customers and to address more complex 
use cases.
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Figure 6: Invest: Sales Engagement

Sales Training And Services (STSes)
In difficult economic environments, STSes are often some of the first budget items to be 
cut. But with B2B buying and selling primarily taking place remotely and in digital 
formats, sales leaders must invest in helping their sellers and extended revenue team 
members gain the new skills they need to adapt and thrive. Fifty-eight percent of user 
survey respondents say their organization received high or very high returns on their 
STS investment but expect higher returns with providers that have tuned their offerings 
to help sellers tailor their engagement strategies to resonate in a remote but connected 
world.
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Figure 7: Invest: Sales Training And Services

User-Generated Video (UGV)
Sixty-one percent of user survey respondents say they have or intend to invest in UGV 
tools, but the market seems somewhat unclear about the business value and overall 
viability of the category. While in time platforms with broader capabilities will likely 
subsume UGV tools, we believe that buyers will favorably respond to short-form video 
content in 2021 and beyond. Because the use cases for UGV extend across the entire 
customer lifecycle, smart B2B organizations will arm revenue team members with UGV 
tools to assist with prospecting, driving event attendance, onboarding new customers, 
and other activities.
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Figure 8: Invest: User-Generated Video

MAINTAIN CONFIGURE, PRICE, QUOTE AND OTHERS
Seven of the B2B sales technologies fall into the Maintain quadrant of the Tech Tide, 
with high maturity and high current business value. In addition to helping sellers meet 
buyers' current and future requirements, a robust — but not duplicative — sales tech 
stack will help B2B sales leaders streamline the size and operations of their sales 
forces to impact both margin and top-line growth.

Configure, Price, Quote (CPQ)
With the rise in omnichannel sales and the proliferation of XaaS, the CPQ category is 
experiencing a renaissance. Customers use CPQ technologies to self-educate, sales 
reps rely on CPQ to compress cycles and increase order value and margin growth, and 
post-sale personnel use it to support the creation of service contracts and to assist in 
the ordering of replacement parts. While CPQ technologies are mature and designed to 
handle some of the most complex product configurations for large B2B organizations, 
the category lacks wider appeal for organizations with smaller deployment needs.
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Figure 9: Maintain: Configure, Price, Quote

Remote Engagement (RE)
Videotelephony solutions have been around for two decades, so it's not surprising that 
63% of our user survey respondents already have or plan to invest in RE platforms. 
These platforms are more essential now and in a post-pandemic world as work from 
home continues and as B2B buying and selling activities largely take place in remote or 
digital settings. All revenue team members will need access to an RE platform.
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Figure 10: Maintain: Remote Engagement

Revenue Operations (RO)
As data-driven approaches to managing the key activities and processes that support 
revenue generation become the norm rather than the exception, B2B organizations 
that lack a platform that centralizes data and analytics across opportunities, accounts, 
and pipelines will be at a competitive disadvantage. Expect to see some category blur 
and market consolidation as RI and RO providers look to marry insights with execution 
to help customers better understand historical revenue trends, project future revenue 
outcomes, and orchestrate the activities required to optimize revenue results.
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Figure 11: Maintain: Revenue Operations

Sales Content (SC)
When business realities from the pandemic came into focus in 2020, 61% of our user 
survey respondents who had already rolled out an SC solution were in a better position 
than those who had not made the investment that made the best out of a bad situation. 
Now as buyers prefer digital self-discovery, work-from-home continues, and internal 
and external interactions happen from a distance, B2B organizations must have an SC 
solution to foster collaboration between marketers and sellers, allow sellers to share 
personalized and dynamic content, and provide analytics around content that engages 
buyers and affects commercial outcomes.
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Figure 12: Maintain: Sales Content

Sales Force Automation
As the most mature technology covered in this report, SFA remains a core component 
of the B2B sales tech stack. But as the sales technology ecosystem expands and the 
digitization of buying processes increases, the category is losing some of its luster. 
SFA's real value is as a customer database and management reporting solution rather 
than as a core platform on which sellers conduct their daily work. On the buy side, 
simpler purchases can be more effectively completed using e-commerce technologies. 
As buying preferences continue to evolve and adjacent sales technologies mature and 
converge, the use cases for SFA will diminish.
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Figure 13: Maintain: Sales Force Automation

Sales Performance Management (SPM)
As the pressure for sales leaders to deliver exciting top-line and margin growth 
crescendos, global and business uncertainty has never had a higher pitch. Thirty-nine 
percent of user survey respondents say their organization has already invested in SPM 
technology, but other organizations cannot afford to wait to implement agile and 
automated business planning and execution systems. No longer reserved for large 
complex global organizations, software-as-a-service pricing and delivery models allow 
organizations of all shapes and sizes to benefit from the growth, agility, and efficiencies 
SPM technologies help deliver.
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Figure 14: Maintain: Sales Performance Management

Sales Readiness
As one of the foundational sales enablement tools pre-COVID-19, SR solutions are now 
more necessary than ever. Distributed sellers must be onboarded, new engagement 
skills must be developed, and sales and enablement managers must have data and 
analytics to coach personnel. B2B organizations can gain access to SR functionality as 
a standalone solution or through their SE or CS technology provider — native or 
through its partner ecosystem.
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Figure 15: Maintain: Sales Readiness

DIVEST FROM SALES SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT
One of the B2B sales technologies falls into the Divest quadrant of the Tech Tide, with 
high maturity and low current business value. With B2B buying and selling 
predominantly happening in remote and digital formats, it is essential for sellers to have 
an efficient and effective way to engage with their contacts across a range of social 
channels. We recommend sales leaders provide sellers with licenses through their 
existing social suite or sales enablement platform rather than through a point sales 
social engagement solution.

Sales Social Engagement (SSE)
Except for top-tier financial services and technology firms, the bulk of B2B 
organizations have struggled to fully understand the use case, how to measure the 
efficacy, and how one-to-one SSE fits within its broader social media strategy. This has 
made it difficult for SSE providers to scale the category. But with sellers unable to meet 
with prospects and customers face-to-face, they must find other ways to walk the digital 
hallways. In 2021 and beyond, all sellers will need access to a tool to help them
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effectively and efficiently interact on social networks — it's just more likely those 
licenses will come through their SC or social suite provider.

Figure 16: Divest: Sales Social Engagement

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Methodology
The purpose of the lists of sample vendors we include in the figures about each 
category is to further clarify the nature of the category — not to serve as a vendor 
selection shortlist for readers seeking to choose a vendor in that category. The fact that 
a vendor isn't included in a list does not indicate that Forrester believes it isn't worth 
considering. For guidance about vendor selection, Forrester publishes separate 
research (Now Tech and Forrester Wave™ reports) in which Forrester analysts offer 
customized advice to our clients.

Survey Methodology
Forrester's Q4 2020 Global Sales Technology Tech Tide Survey was fielded to 61 
Forrester contacts with knowledge of sales technologies. However, only a portion of 
survey results are illustrated in this document. For quality assurance, we screened
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respondents to ensure they met minimum standards in terms of content knowledge. 
Forrester fielded the survey from October 1 to October 16, 2020. Respondent 
incentives included a summary of the survey results. Exact sample sizes are provided in 
this report on a question-by-question basis. 
This survey used a self-selected group of Forrester contacts knowledgeable of sales 
technologies and is therefore not random. This data is not guaranteed to be 
representative of the population, and, unless otherwise noted, statistical data is 
intended to be used for descriptive and not inferential purposes. While nonrandom, the 
survey is still a valuable tool for understanding where users are today and where the 
industry is headed.

Related Research Documents

• The Democratization Of B2B Sales

• The Forrester Wave™: Sales Content Solutions, Q3 2020

• The Forrester Wave™: Sales Engagement, Q3 2020

Endnotes

1. See the Forrester report "The Forrester Wave™: Sales Engagement, Q3 2020."

2. Source: Forrester's Q2 2020 B2B Channel And Sales Survey.

3. Source: Forrester's Q2 2020 B2B Channel And Sales Survey.

4. In the table figures (for this category and all others), the purpose of the lists of sample 
vendors is to clarify the nature of each category, not to serve as a shortlist for guiding 
vendor selection decisions. Forrester offers other more in-depth research to guide 
vendor selection. See the Methodology section of this report for more detail about 
this.

5. Source: "Predictions 2021: B2B Sales," Forrester 
(https://www.forrester.com/fn/3NQ4IKABPkktSrBe9n2Gff).

6. Source: Forrester's Q2 2020 B2B Channel And Sales Survey.

7. The ROI for companies that adopt sales enablement tools is 666%. See the Forrester 
report "Building The Business Case For A Modern Sales Enablement Toolset."
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8. Source: "Predictions 2021: B2B Sales," Forrester
(https://www.forrester.com/fn/3NQ4IKABPkktSrBe9n2Gff).
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